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Decay dynamics of photoexcited alkali chemisorbates: Real-time investigations
in the femtosecond regime

M. Bauer,* S. Pawlik, and M. Aeschlimann†

Laboratory for Technical Chemistry, ETH Zurich, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland
~Received 15 January 1999!

The inelastic decay time of photoexcited cesium and sodium adsorbed on different single-crystal surfaces
has been investigated by means of time-resolved two-photon photoemission. Especially in the case of cesium,
we observe a surprisingly high lifetime. For Cs/Cu~111! we obtain a value of 1566 fs. Intra-atomic hybrid-
ization, the specific band structure of the substrate, and adsorption site effects may be responsible for this
behavior. These different mechanisms are discussed in detail.@S0163-1829~99!09231-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A very challenging topic in studying adsorbate dynam
on metal surfaces is the investigation of initial steps in re
tions initiated by photon-induced electronic excitations. T
high density of electronic states, offered as decay channe
excited electrons by the conducting band in a me
quenches the time scales of these nonthermal processe
the range of just a few femtoseconds. Today, this is the lo
limit of time resolution achievable within real-time exper
ments.

Most of the attention recently paid to photoexcited ads
bate states focuses on the indirect excitation by hot subs
electrons rather than on direct photoinduced excitati
Stimulated by a variety of different femtosecond las
induced desorption results, several theoretical investigat
of hot carrier-induced excitations have been undertaken1 It
turns out that dynamical properties such as the dephasin
the resonance lifetimeTR of the adsorbate excitation strong
determines the character of the energy transfer from the e
tronic, e.g., to a vibrational excitation. In addition, the sh
lifetimes of electron excitations on metal surfaces sugges
general a highly dynamical process, especially with resp
to the nucleus motion of the adsorbate.2 However, there ex-
ists hardly any experimental investigation which can supp
these studies. The final energy distribution of desorbed m
ecules, for example, only allows quite moderate conclusi
on the progressing steps within the entire desorpt
mechanism.3–5 A deeper insight requires a more direct a
cess to the dynamical processes during the initiating st
This would in a certain sense be the link between theoret
calculations and final-state investigations.

Photoemission is the classical tool to gain insight into
valence electron system of an adsorbate-substrate syste
this case, the linewidth of spectroscopic structures provi
information on the dynamical properties of the electron s
tem. In a~one-photon! photoemission experiment mainly th
lifetime of the left hole at the sample is probed.6 A two-
photon photoemission experiment~2PPE! also allows access
to dynamical properties of the usually unoccupied interm
diate state involved. Especially with the spectroscopy of
surface located image-potential states, this method
proven itself.7 However, next to inhomogeneous Gauss
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~7!/5016~13!/$15.00
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broadening the complex excitation mechanism in a 2P
experiment restricts the validity of linewidth measuremen8

The extension of two-photon photoemission to a pu
and probe mode, that is time-resolved two-photon pho
emission~TR-2PPE!, enables us to perform a real-time e
periment to study the dynamic properties of optically excit
electronic states.9,10 In fact both methods, linewidth and rea
time measurement, simultaneously probe the dephasin
polarization and the inelastic lifetime of the excited electro
Therefore, studies based on a combination of these
methods promise to differentiate to a certain degree betw
those two dynamic properties. Just recently this approach
been successfully applied in Ref. 11. Under consideration
their 2PPE and TR-2PPE results, the authors were abl
consistently describe the dynamical properties of then
51) image-potential state as observed on a Cu~111! surface.

In spite of impressive progress in the investigation of t
electron dynamics of excited volume and surface meta
states by TR-2PPE,12–15,25the study of the lifetime of elec-
tronic adsorbate excitations seems to be still quite challe
ing. For a chemisorption system the strong coupling betw
adsorbate excited states and electron-hole pairs of the
strate shortens the lifetimeTR to a few femtoseconds. Henc
it is not surprising that TR-2PPE experiments on adsorb
systems have been reported by three groups so far.13,16–18

The latter reference is the only one reporting on a lifetim
effect as induced by an adsorbate excitation.

In this paper, we extend these results reported for
Cu~111! to different alkali–noble-metal complexes. That
these are the systems Cs/Cu~100!, Na/Cu~100!, and Cs/
Ag~111!. In addition, we applied a method of deeper da
analysis on these and our earlier results, which will be d
cussed in detail. It takes into account the dephasing of
photoinduced excitation steps and, therefore, supplies a m
realistic picture of the actual 2PPE excitation process. F
ther, we were able to measure the decay time of this ad
bate state as function of its energy. The discussion of
results focuses~1! on the mechanism responsible for th
quite long lifetime observed, and~2! a comparison of the
results obtained for different alkali–noble-metal complexe

II. 2PPE MODEL AND DATA ANALYSIS

An attempt to model experimental~TR-!2PPE data re-
quires, first of all, a definition of the system we are looki
5016 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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at. In the present case we are considering an excitation o
electron from a band of occupied metal states into a ban
unoccupied states above the vacuum level which coupl
our electron detector. This process is induced by the suc
sive absorption of two photons and, in our case, is media
by an usually unoccupied alkali state at an intermediate
ergy lying between this two bands and well below t
vacuum energy. In each of the four studied systems at
investigated detection angle this intermediate alkali state
in a projected band gap of the substrate electronic struct
In addition, as the excitation involves the surface-located
sorbate state, a direct excitation into vacuum states@inverse
low-energy electron-diffraction~LEED! states# is reasonable.

There might be also some contribution to our signal fro
the highest occupied alkali orbital acting as initial sta
which is known to be located around the Fermi edge. D
pending on the respective definition, this state has b
shown to be either almost empty at the investigated low c
erage or to strongly mix with the bulk conducting band.19,20

Both views are in line with the assumption of an initial-sta
distribution given by an occupied metal band. In the fi
case any contribution from this state can be assumed t
small compared to contributions from the high-density me
band. In the second case a distinction between metal b
and alkali state is not really possible any more.

To simulate a 2PPE spectrum, we considered only con
butions to our signal arising from the dominant resonant
citation from initial to final state. This means that the ele
tron population of the final state energyEfinal has been
assumed to arise only from an initial state of the occup
metal band located at exactly«5\v11\v2 below Efinal ,
where\v1 and \v2 correspond to the energies of the tw
exciting photons. Off-resonant excitation has been neglec
With respect to the intermediate state, however, nonreso
contributions were taken into account. The TR-2PPE d
~autocorrelation traces! were only evaluated for the max
mum of our 2PPE signal which corresponds in our appro
to a resonant excitation between initial state and intermed
~alkali! states as well as intermediate and final states.

A quantum-mechanical attempt to describe the interac
of an electron system and a time-dependent electromag
field EW (t) can be made within the framework of the densi
matrix formalism.23 In order to describe the dynamical pro
cesses involved in TR-2PPE, Hertelet al. applied this for-
malism to a two-level system, representing the initial a
intermediate states of the 2PPE process.14 This model can be
expanded to a three-level system, corresponding to the
tial, intermediate, and final states, interacting with an el
tromagnetic field.21,22 The Liouville–von Neumann equatio
describes the temporal evolution of the density matrixr̂:

d

dt
r̂52

i

\
@Ĥ,r̂ #1

d

dt
r̂diss, ~1!

where Ĥ5Ĥ01V& , Ĥ0 is the Hamilton of the electron sys
tem, andV& the perturbation due to its interaction with th
electromagnetic field. The off-diagonal elements of the d
sity matrix r̂ represent the optically induced coherence
tween two states, whereas the diagonal elements corres
to the population of the respective states. The dissipa
terms in these equations take into account the interactio
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the electronic three-level system with a thermal bath, as
fered, e.g., by a surrounding electron gas. It gives rise
phase loss between electron and exciting photon field as
as to energy loss of excited electrons. In a dipole approxim
tion, the elements ofĤ are given by

~Ĥ ! i j 5EW ~ t !•mW i j for iÞ j ,

~Ĥ ! i i 5Ei .

mW i j is the dipole moment given bŷi urWu j &. Ei5\v i is de-
fined by Ĥ0u i &5Ei u i &. We definef i j (t)[(1/\)•mW i j •EW (t).
The value off i j is a measure for the strength of the respe
tive optical transition.

In the case of a three-level system we obtain a set of n
coupled differential equations:

d

dt
r1152 if12~r212r12!1

d

dt
r11

diss, ~2!

d

dt
r2252 i •@f12~r122r21!1f23~r322r23!#1

d

dt
r22

diss,

~3!

d

dt
r3352 if23~r232r32!1

d

dt
r33

diss, ~4!

d

dt
r1352 i ~f12r232f23r12!1 i ~v12v3!r131

d

dt
r13

diss,

~5!

d

dt
r1252 if12~r222r11!1 if23•r13

1 i ~v12v2!r121
d

dt
r12

diss, ~6!

d

dt
r2352 if23~r332r22!2 if12r13

1 i ~v22v3!r231
d

dt
r23

diss, ~7!

d

dt
r i j 5

d

dt
r j i* for iÞ j . ~8!

In this representation, direct coupling between initial and
nal states has been neglected (f1350). The dissipative off-
diagonal terms (d/dt)r i j

diss are due to phase decay during a
excitation betweenui& and uj&, and are given by

d

dt
r i j

diss52G i j r i j ,

~9!
G i j 5G i1G j .

HereG i andG j are the phase loss rates of the involved el
tronic wave functions, induced by elastic-and inelastic-
scattering processes as a result of interaction with the b
(d/dt)r i i

diss accounts for the population and depopulation
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the states due to the inelastic-scattering processes. Assu
that relaxation of electrons can occur only by decay into
ground stateu1&, we have

d

dt
r11

diss5
1

TR
r221

1

Tfinal
r33,

d

dt
r22

diss52
1

TR
r22,

d

dt
r33

diss52
1

Tfinal
r33.

HereTR andTfinal are the lifetimes of the intermediate sta
u2& and final stateu3& due to inelastic decay. If only thes
inelastic-scattering processes contribute to the phase loss
wave function, its dephasing rate is given byG5(1/2T).23

Therefore,T determines the minimum phase loss rate. A
other contribution, such as defect/impurity scattering
~nearly elastic! electron-phonon scattering, would increaseG
~additional, pure dephasing!.

For weak excitation densities as used in the present w
the initial state density remains nearly one during the wh
excitation and deexcitation process, (d/dt)r11

diss'0. This
means that it makes no difference if we consider a clo
three-level system with respect to particle conservation o
excited electrons can also decay into empty states offere
the surrounding electron system.

In comparison to a model based on the assumption
the 2PPE process is correctly described by Fermi’s gol
rule, the density-matrix formalism is a more realistic descr
tion of the dynamical process of our 2PPE experimen23

Fermi’s golden Rule correctly describes an excitation p
cess forDE@2p\/t@dE, where DE is the width of the
final-state distribution,dE the state separation in the fina
state distribution, andt the duration of the excitation
process.24 These conditions are no longer met for an exci
tion into a discrete state at a time scale of 40 fs, as in
case given by the width of the exciting laser pulse.

Our simulations of 2PPE spectra and TR-2PPE data w
calculated by assuming a temporal evolution of the elec
magnetic field of the formEW (t)5E0@«W 1g(t/t0)cos(vt)# with
g(t/t)5@p cosh(t/t0)#

21. Hereg2(t/t0) is the intensity en-
velope of the exciting laser pulse, andt0 the temporal width
of the laser pulse@t050.5673t1/2, with t1/2 the full width at
half maximum~FWHM! of the pulse shape#. For a simula-
tion of a time-resolved experiment, pump and probe pu
have to be considered, and thereforeEW (t)5EW 0•g(t/
t1)cos(vt)1EW 0g@(t1D)/t2#cos@v(t1D)#. Here D is the tem-
poral delay between the pump and probe pulses. This f
accounts for the fact that for the present study single co
and equal intensity 2PPE modes have been used. The d
moments of the different excitation steps were assumed t
equal and independent of initial- and final-state energy. T
product of the optical transition strength,f i j and the pulse
width t1/2 is a measure of the achievable populations in
respective states during an excitation process. To accoun
the small transition probabilities in our~TR-!2PPE experi-
ment and to avoid saturation effects during the simulati
the productf i j t1/2 was chosen to be small compared top, a
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critical value with respect to inversion of population.23 Fig-
ure 1 displays a numerical solution for typical parameters
used to simulate our experimental autocorrelation traces
with the used experimental setup no resolution of the in
ferometric interaction between pump and probe pulses co
be achieved, for comparison, the high-frequency contri
tions of the simulated traces were filtered out by Four
filtering. The resulting trace is shown in the inset.

To fit our experimental traces by means of solutions
Eqs.~2!–~8! we first attempted to make reasonable assum
tions on as many of the five dynamical paramet
(TR ,Tfinal ,G12,G23,G13) as possible. Taking into accoun
Eq. ~9! we can in any case approximateG i j 'G i as long as
G i@G j . This becomes important as soon as one of
dephasing rates is below our temporal resolution, which
mainly determined by the temporal width of the excitin
laser pulse of about 40 fs~rapid dephasing!. Any dynamical
parameter, which is sufficiently small compared to our pu
width, does not change the shape of our autocorrelation
nal. Our computer simulations confirm this~obvious! behav-
ior. In detail we observe that time scales below 2 fs of ea
of the five free parameters show no significant change in
detailed shape of the simulated autocorrelation traces,
cannot be resolved in our experiment. It acts on our m
sured signal like an instantaneous decay.

In contrast to this, the simulated 2PPE spectra can
quite sensitive to changes even at high dephasing rate
turns out thatG13 plays just a minor role, whereas the line
width and shape are mainly determined byG12 andG23. We
find, however, that as long as the dephasing rates of th
two quantities are sufficiently different, the spectrum
mainly determined by thelowestdephasing rate~see Fig. 2!.

In our experiment a rapid phase loss seems to be rea
able for the initial stateu1& of the 2PPE excitation process a
long as we assume that it is a bulk state of the meta
substrate. The strong coupling of bulk states to phonons
bulk electronic states should give rise to sufficiently hi
dephasing rates.14 As a result,G1 reduces the values ofG12
andG13 to the range of rapid dephasing. In our calculatio
we setG125G1351 fs21.

A further parameter that we were able to fix is the inela
tic depopulation timeTfinal in the 2PPE experiment. Consid
ering the shape of our simulations, we did not observe
dependence on this parameter. For convenience we cho
vanishing decay rate for the final state population (Tfinal

FIG. 1. Calculated autocorrelation trace for a monochroma
equal-polarized pump and probe experiment using the den
matrix formalism. The peak-to-background ratio of the interfe
metric trace is 8:1. For data analysis we compare the experime
data with the Fourier-filtered trace, as shown in the inset.
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˜`). Assuming a 2PPE excitation process from a surfa
located intermediate adsorbate state into a certainly str
bulk-decoupled vacuum state~inverse LEED state! this
choice seems to be reasonable.

Two remaining~free! parameters are left. The first is th
inelastic lifetime of the intermediate levelTR , corresponding
to the depopulation of the adsorbate excitation, which is
quantity we are interested in. The second parameter is
phase loss rateG23 of the second excitation step from th
adsorbate state into the vacuum. Within limits, we can m
statements about the value of the latter quantity. In the ev
that G23 is exclusively determined by the inelastic decay
the intermediate state~no ‘‘pure’’ dephasing due to elasti
processes!, the phase loss rate is given byG2351/2TR . Any
further contribution will increase its value. On the oth
hand, assuming a rapid phase loss of the initial state (G12
@G23), the upper limit ofG23 can be deduced from the line
width of the corresponding peak appearing in the 2PPE s
trum.

To evaluate the inelastic lifetimeTR of the cesium exci-
tation, we calculated a set of autocorrelation traces for th
two limiting cases ofG23 to fit the measured trace. A sma
value ofG23 thereby gives rise to a broadening of the au
correlation trace and reduces the fitted depopulation t
TR , whereas the upper limit ofG23 determines the uppe
value of TR . Table I summarizes the assumptions on
dynamical parameters used for data fitting.

III. EXPERIMENT

The laser system used for our TR-2PPE experiments
a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser, pumped by about 9 W fr

FIG. 2. 2PPE spectra, calculated by means of the Liouville–
Neumann equations. Here the energy zero corresponds to the
tion of the intermediate stateu2&. The squares correspond to valu
of the numerical solutions, and the unbroken and dashed lines
fits of a Lorenzian into these data. Rapid dephasing within the
excitation step at sufficiently low dephasing rate within the sec
step (G12@G23) results in a FWHM determined byG23 ~open
squares!. In addition, the pulse shape is Lorentzian. In the case
G12'G23 the pulse width cannot be correlated to one of the deph
ing rates~solid squares!. This also results in a distortion of th
Lorentzian shape. The inset schematically displays the assume
citation mechanism involving a band of initial and final states an
discrete state located inside a band gap.
-
ng
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a cw Ar1 laser. The system delivers transform-limited a
sech2 temporally shaped pulses of up to 15 nJ/pulse with
pulse width ~FWHM! of 40 fs and a repetition rate of 8
MHz. The wavelength can be tuned to a range of 740–8
nm. The linearly polarized output of the Ti:sapphire laser
frequency doubled in a 0.2-mm-thick beta barium bor
crystal to produce UV pulses athv53 – 3.4 eV. The conver-
sion rate is about 10% giving pulse energies of up to 1.5
The UV beam is sent through a pair of fused silica prisms
precompensate for pulse broadening due to dispersive
ments such as lenses, beam splitters, and the UHV cham
window in the optical path. A group velocity dispersio
~GVD! and intensity loss matched interferometric Mac
Zehnder setup was used for the time-resolved~pump-probe!
experiment. The pulses were split by a beam splitter to eq
intensity ~pump and probe pulses!, and one path could be
delayed with respect to the other by a computer-contro
delay stage. Before being directed into the UHV cham
both beams were combined colinearly by a second be
splitter. Both beams were focused onto the sample moun
in a UHV chamber with a base pressure of 8310211mbar.
Photoemitted electrons were detected by a cylindrical se
energy analyzer. Each of the presented time-resolved exp
ments on adsorbate excitations was performed in the mo
chromatic autocorrelated mode, both beams beingp polar-
ized. To avoid space-charge effects the number
photoemitted electrons per laser pulse were kept in the ra
of one per pulse. In addition a negative bias of 4 V was
applied to the sample. The energy resolution of the analy
is 80 meV at 4-eV pass energy, and its angular resolutio
66°. The system response function of our experimen
setup~laser autocorrelation curve! in a time-resolved 2PPE
experiment was measured either by direct excitation from
occupied Shockley surface state@in the case of a Cu~111!
surface#, as described by Hertelet al.,14 or by an excitation
from the Fermi edge of a polycrystalline transition me
sheet~in our case molybdenum and tantalum! mounted just
below the single crystal sample, as described in Ref. 25.

The following four systems were investigated during o
studies of alkali excitations at metal substrates: Cs adso
on a Cu~111! single-crystal surface, Cs adsorbed on
Cu~100! single-crystal surface, Na adsorbed on a Cu~100!
single-crystal surface, and Cs adsorbed on a Ag~111! single-
crystal surface. The copper single crystals were routin
cleaned by repeated argon ion sputtering and annea
~1000 V, 800 K!. The sample state was checked by Aug
and LEED. The silver sample was made by evaporatingin
situ 60-ML Ag onto the clean~100!-oriented copper single
crystal surface. Silver is known to develop a Ag~111!-like
closed film at a coverage ofu.1 ML on Cu~100!.26 We also
observed this type of growth mode using LEED and ult
violet photoemission spectroscopy. The alkali metals~ce-
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TABLE I. Dynamical parameters we chose to simulate the
citation process of cesium adsorbed on Cu~111! by means of the
Liouville–von Neumann equations for differentTR ~andG23!.

G12 G13 T3 G23 TR

.1 fs21 .1 fs21
˜` (2* TR)21.

G23.0.17 fs21
to be

adjusted
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FIG. 3. Left: 2PPE spectra taken for different coverages of sodium adsorbed on Cu~100!. The work-function change is due to th
increasing number of adsorbed alkali atoms, and serves as a measure for the coverage. The arrow marks the position of the alkali
Right: energy vs coverage dependence of different unoccupied states as observed for cesium adsorbed on Cu~100! and Cu~111!. The
observation of the (n51) image state of Cu~100! at a coverage below 0.02 ML is possible due to a three-photon photoemission pro
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he
sium and sodium! were deposited by resistive heated get
sources. The pressure during evaporation was maintaine
the low-10210mbar range. All experiments were performe
at room temperature. As the work function of the substrat
very sensitive to alkali adsorption, its change, determined
the onset of the 2PPE spectra, served as a measure o
alkali coverage. In the case of Cs/Cu~111! and Cs/Cu~100!,
we estimated the absolute coverage by comparing the m
sured changes in work function with calibration curv
Df~u! in Refs. 27 and 28. No reference data were availa
for Na/Cu~100! and Cs/Ag~111!. However, in our experi-
ments we were in any case in the range of a strongly decr
ing work functionf with increasing coverage. The observ
almost linear dependence off as function of deposition time
indicates that we are in a coverage regime well below
ML,29 and that interaction of neighboring alkali atoms~due
to depolarization fields! is small.30 Upon alkali adsorption a
distinct feature appears in the 2PPE spectra for all four
vestigated systems, which can be attributed to an usu
unoccupied electronic state~see Fig. 3!. Our data presented
here focus on the dynamical properties of this specific e
tation. These excited states in alkali-metal complexes
been investigated and characterized by inverse photoe
sion ~IPE! and 2PPE in several publications before. They
usually attributed to electronic excitation of the alkali ads
bate and to be derived from itspz valence orbital.31,32 Its
excitation energy~with respect to the Fermi level! shows
quite a strong coverage dependence. Below about ha
monolayer it shifts by a few eV monotonically toward th
Fermi edge with increasing coverage~see Fig. 3, right!.33

This shift is caused by the depolarization field induced by
increasing number of surrounding alkali atoms rather th
for example, by an overlap of the corresponding adsorb
wave functions.30 As a consequence no momentum disp
sion of alkali states can be observed at low coverage.34 This
point is important to note: the direct interaction betwe
neighboring alkali atoms due to the overlap of their wa
function can be neglected at the investigated coverages
indication for a resonant excitation from an occupied discr
state could be observed, neither under changing excita
r
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~photon! energy, nor due to the energetical shift as functi
of coverage. We therefore exclude the 2PPE process to
mediated by an intra-atomic excitation between occupied
unoccupied adsorbate levels. These observations justify
choice of a fast dephasing metal bulk state for the initial st
in our simulations.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Cesium adsorbed on Cu„111…

Figure 4~left! shows a comparison of the FWHM of mea
sured 2PPE autocorrelation traces as a function of elec
energy. We obtained these data from a Cu~111! surface cov-
ered with 0.08 ML of cesium. For comparison, the results
a clean Cu~111! surface are presented~open circles!. The
difference between the two measurements is obvious.
observe a pronounced broadening of the autocorrela
traces right in the energy region, where we also observe
peak arising from the unoccupied cesium state in our 2P
spectra~Fig. 4, right!. This raw analysis already indicates
drastic change in the dynamics of an electron when it
excited into an alkali state instead of an excitation into a b
electronic state of equal energy.

A linewidth analysis of the cesium peak appearing in t
2PPE spectrum limits the dephasing rateG23 to be below
0.17 fs21 ~Fig. 5!. Note that the simulations shown have be
convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function represen
the energy resolution of the electron analyzer of 80 me
Obviously our simulations only barely fit into the measur
trace. This is probably the result of a strong inhomogene
~Gaussian! contribution in the measured spectrum that w
observed and which has been reported for alkali sta
earlier.17,32 As possible source for this broadening one c
think, e.g., of the rapid diffusion or vibrational excitations
the alkali-substrate bond at room temperature. We are
able to include such effects into our simulations. Quali
tively, however, this additional broadening means that
linewidth analysis is restricted to an upper limit forG23. As
already mentioned in Sec. II the linewidth of the state in t
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FIG. 4. Full width at half maximum as obtained from the experimental autocorrelation traces of a time-resolved 2PPE experimen
corresponding 2PPE spectra. Compared to the clean Cu~111! surface, the lifetime data show a pronounced peak in the FWHM of
measured autocorrelation traces, right in the energy region, where we also observe the cesium-induced peak in our 2PPE sp
indicates that the dynamical properties of the respective alkali excitation are quite different to those corresponding to bulk e
excitations. The pronounced peak at 6.2 eV of the clean surface~dashed spectrum! arises from the occupied Shockley surface state. T
feature is, however, strongly quenched due to cesium adsorption.
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2PPE spectrum also determines the upper value of the in
tic lifetime TR as obtained using the Liouville–von Neuman
fitting routine. Therefore, any way to reduce the inhomo
neous broadening should also result in a reduction of
upper limit for TR . As mentioned above, the lower limit fo
the dephasing rate is given byG2351/2TR .

For these two limits ofG23, Fig. 6 shows the resulting
best fits of numerical to experimental autocorrelation trac
at the left for the lower limit ofG2351/2TR and at the right
for G2350.17 fs21. The traces were obtained at a kinetic e
ergy coinciding with the maximum of the cesium peak in t
2PPE spectrum. For comparison, the open squares ind
the laser autocorrelation trace measured by a nonreso
excitation from the Shockley surface state via a virtual int
mediate state of the clean Cu~111! surface. The unbroken
line is a fit giving a laser pulse width of 39.5 fs for the pum
and the probe pulse under the assumption of a sech2 pulse
shape.

For the lower limit ofG23 an inelastic lifetimeTR for the
excited Cs of 1263 fs is acquired, resulting in aG23
51/2TR50.04 fs21. For the upper limit ofG23 the best fit is
obtained byTR51763 fs. Therefore, we conclude the res
s-

-
is

s,

-

ate
ant
-

nance time of the cesium state to be withinTR51566 fs.
This decay time has to be compared with our estimation
TR511 fs given in Ref. 17, which is based on the assumpt
that the excitation process is sufficiently described within
framework of Fermi’s golden rule.

In the following, we present our lifetime data as obtain
under assumption of the lowest possible dephasing rate
the second excitation step, which is given byG2351/2TR .
As we are mainly interested in comparing changes of li
time, the following conclusions remain unchanged desp
this restriction. Note that an assumption of a higher deph
ing rate will result in an extracted higher value ofTR .

B. Dependence ofTR on excitation energy

The lifetime of excited bulk states and image potent
states of metals is quite a strong function of their excitat
energy. This has been predicted theoretically,35,49 and has
been demonstrated in a variety of experiments.15,36–39

Little is known, however, about the energy dependence
the lifetime of an excited adsorbate state. But this knowled
could provide insight into the underlying processes for
o
ub-

e-
d
or

al
sti-
FIG. 5. Estimation of the upper limit of the
phase loss rateG23 of the investigated cesium
state on Cu~111!; the filled squares correspond t
the measured 2PPE spectra corrected by the s
traction of the linear background. Lines are r
sults of our density-matrix simulation convolute
with the resolution function of the used detect
for G2350.15 fs21 ~dashed line! and G23

50.2 fs21 ~unbroken line!. The experimental
trace is obviously disturbed by an addition
strong Gaussian broadening mechanism. We e
mateG23 to be smaller than 0.17 fs21.
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FIG. 6. Data analysis of a time-resolved 2PPE autocorrelation trace as observed for the excited cesium state at a Cu~111! surface. Left:
measured autocorrelation trace compared to calculated traces ofTR59 and 14 fs for positive delay, assuming that the dephasing rateG23 is
exclusively determined byTR ~dashed line!. The inset shows the complete autocorrelation trace and the solution of the Liouville
Neumann equations forTR512 fs. Open squares indicate the laser autocorrelation measured by excitation from the Shockley surfa
of the clean Cu~111! surface. The unbroken line is a fit giving a pulse width of 39.5 fs for the two exciting laser pulses. Right: data eva
based on the assumption thatG23 is determined by the line-width of the Cs peak observed in the 2PPE spectrum. The lines indicate
calculated forTR514 and 20 fs.
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different decay mechanisms of the resonance state. For
ample, if a direct interaction with the substrate electro
system~inelastic scattering with substrate electrons! domi-
nates the decay, we expect an analog dependence onEexc
5E2EF as observed for bulk electronic excitations.

A change of the resonance energy of the alkali state
be realized easily just by changing the alkali coverage
already explained in some detail in Sec. III. Autocorrelati
traces as observed for four different alkali coverages in
Cs/Cu~111! system are shown in Fig. 7. For comparison, t
open squares represent the laser autocorrelation trace as
sured by a nonresonant excitation from the Shockley sur
state of the Cu~111! surface. The inset illustrates the differe
energetical position of the state with respect to the projec
electronic band structure of the copper substrate. Due to
strong one-photon photoemission signal appearing at w
x-
c

n
s

e
e
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rk

function valuesf close tohn, the accessible energy rang
must be limited to excitation energies 2.4 eV,E2EF
,3.2 eV.

In the tested energy range (DE50.8 eV), we could not
trace any change in the inelastic lifetime within our tim
resolution. The determined lifetimeTR stays within a range
of 1264 fs for all four coverages ~at G2351/2TR
50.04 fs21!.

C. Results obtained for other alkali–noble-metal systems

The previous described investigations on Cs/Cu~111!
were extended to other alkali–noble-metal complexes. T
choice of the different systems was motivated by the pot
tial to control specific complex properties. Our aim was
gain systematically additional information about th
s within
mulated
nt
FIG. 7. Lifetime dependence of the cesium excitation as a function of its energetic position with respect to the edges of thespband gap
of the Cu~111! substrate. The filled symbols display autocorrelation traces for positive delay as observed for four different energie
a range of approximately 1 eV~see the inset!. The open squares show the measured laser autocorrelation. The lines correspond to si
traces forTR59 and 16 fs, respectively@for convenience we assumedG235(2* TR)21#. The lifetime of the excitation remained consta
within 64 fs in the investigated energy range.
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FIG. 8. 2PPE~inset! and TR-2PPE data for the systems Cs/Cu~100! ~j! and Na/Cu~100! ~h! ~positive delay!. A comparison of the
spectra shows a slight line broadening in the case of Na compared to Cs, already indicating a change in its dynamical behavior. I
of Cs/Cu~100! we observe an inelastic lifetime of 664 fs ~simulation given by the solid line!, whereas for Na we cannot resolve an
difference compared to the measured autocorrelation trace~given by the dashed line!.
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coupling/decoupling mechanism between alkali atom a
substrate. These specific selection were~a! a change of sub-
strate orientation@Cu~111!˜Cu~100!#, ~b! a change of ad-
sorbate~alkali! species (Cs̃ Na), and~c! a change of sub-
strate species (CũAg). We performed measurements o
Cs and Na adsorbed on Cu~100! and Cs adsorbed o
Ag~111!. For all three systems a very distinct feature aris
from an excited alkali state appeared in our 2PPE spect

1. Cs/Cu(100) and Na/Cu(100)

Figure 8 displays TR-2PPE results for Cs and Na
sorbed on Cu~100! at the energy coinciding with the corre
sponding peak in the 2PPE spectra. As presented in the i
this feature arising from the respective alkali excitation
clearly visible. The autocorrelation traces correspond ag
to the maximum 2PPE intensity in the insets. To achie
comparable conditions, the sodium and cesium covera
were adjusted so that the excitation appeared at the s
energy level. It is clearly visible that the broadening of t
autocorrelation trace for Na and Cs/Cu~100! compared to the
system response~dashed curve! is much smaller than in the
case of Cs/Cu~111! ~see Fig. 6!. At first sight the inelastic
lifetime for those adsorbate species is significantly sho
than for Cs/Cu~111!. The numerically extracted inelastic life
time TR for Cs/Cu~100! is 664 fs. We conclude at this poin
that a cesium excitation on the Cu~100! surface decays abou
twice as fast as on the Cu~111! surface. For the adsorbe
sodium we were not able to resolve any lifetime effect due
the alkali resonance. As an upper limit for the lifetime
value of 4 fs can be stated.

2. Cs/Ag(111)

For a clean Ag~111! surface a distinct feature appears
the 2PPE spectra arising from direct initial to final state
citation in the bulk. The origin of this peak has been d
scribed in an earlier publication in detail.40 It is strongly
broadened in energy. As shown in Fig. 9~a!, the peak re-
mains under alkali adsorption. It clearly overlaps with t
electron emission signal from the cesium excitation over
d
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whole coverage regime we were able to investigate. For
creasing electron detection angle~increasingki!, a strong
dispersion is observable for the direct excitation in the b
~see arrow!, whereas no dispersion was found within the d
tectedki range for the excited cesium state.

Figure 9~b! shows TR-2PPE results for Cs adsorbed
Ag~111!. The lifetime effect due to the alkali excitation i
again quite obvious. A distinct increase in the FWHM of t
autocorrelation trace appears in correlation with the alk
peak in the 2PPE spectrum, as observed at 5.5 eV. The
tribution from the direct bulk excitation channel restrict
however, our conclusions on the absolute value on the l
time TR of the excitation. Figure 9~c! displays the measure
FWHM of the autocorrelation trace at 5.5 eV~the maximum
of the 2PPE intensity due to the cesium resonance! as func-
tion of emission angle. Clearly visible is the decreas
FWHM caused by the increased direct excitation contrib
tion to the autocorrelation signal intersecting the cesi
resonance. Hence we are only able to give a lower limit
the decay time of the cesium state. The shape of the auto
relation traces taken at normal emission fit best with
simulated trace forTR57 fs (G2351/2TR). The actual reso-
nance timeTR of the cesium excitation, however, is defin
tively longer and is probably in the range of the lifetime w
observed for Cs/Cu~111!. The different resonance times o
the investigated systems are collected in Table II, as wel
the measured linewidth of the corresponding excitation p
in the 2PPE spectrum.

V. DISCUSSION

Such a long lifetime of a photoexcited adsorbate state
observed@for Cs/Cu~111!, TR>9 fs# is not necessarily an
expected result for a chemisorption system and requires
explanation. Even the experimental linewidth of the o
served states in the 2PPE spectra indicates a much lo
depopulation times than predicted in theoretical studies.
der the assumption that this state is derived from a p
atomic alkali orbital, linewidths in the range of above 1 e
would be expected, resulting in lifetimes far below 1 fs.41,42
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FIG. 9. Experimental results for cesium adsorbed on Ag~111!: ~a! 2PPE spectra taken at different emission angles. 0° correspon
normal emission. Note the intersection of the strong dispersing direct excitation with the cesium state.~b! FWHM of autocorrelation traces
as a function of measured electron energy at normal emission. The distinct peak appears again at the energy where we also o
cesium-induced feature in our spectra.~c! FWHM of autocorrelation traces as a function of emission angle atE55.5 eV corresponding to the
spectra on the right. The influence of the increased direct excitation contribution to the autocorrelation curve is clearly visible in th
of the FWHM. The minimum is slightly shifted to larger angles than expected from the overlap of direct excitation and alkali state.
the result of an increased background signal from~short living! bulk excitations atki values closer to the band-gap edge.
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This has to be compared to a measured value of the FW
being not more than 520 meV for the investigated syste
But this value marks only the lower limit for the actual in
elastic lifetime of the resonance state.43

In view of the results as obtained for the 2p* resonance
of a CO molecule adsorbed on copper single-crystal surfa
the observed long lifetime of the cesium excitation becom
even more remarkable. The lifetime of this CO excitati
still seems to be below the present temporal resolution
TR-2PPE. According to recent experiments the upper li
of TR is estimated to be at 5 fs.44

In Ref. 17 we have already proposed the effect of int
atomic hybridization, induced by the surface potential of
substrate, to be a possible explanation for the surprisin
long lifetime of the alkali state. A mixing, for example, of 6s
and 6pz valence levels of cesium, as proposed first by M
cat and Newns,45 induces an orientation of one of the in
M
s.

s,
s

f
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volved states away from the surface into the vacuum. T
responsible decoupling from the substrate has to be at
uted to the reduced amplitude of the wave function betw
adsorbate and the surface.42 It acts as a tunneling barrie
between the metal substrate and the excited cesium s
Experimental evidence for the ‘‘binding’’ counterpart lo
cated between surface and alkali adsorbate was actually
ported in Ref. 46.

Latest theoretical investigations on the system Cs/Cu~111!
seem to confirm the view of hybridization further.47 How-
ever, the authors concluded that an antibinding characte
the cesium state alone would rather result in lifetimes of j
1 fs than of 10 fs. Their calculations indicate that the p
jected energy band gap of the substrate supports the de
pling due to hybridization and leads to such lifetimes w
observe in our experiment. For the Cu~111! surface, for ex-
ample, the projected band gap exhibits from 0.85 eV be
ss we
e alkali
TABLE II. Inelastic lifetimes as observed for the different systems investigated. For completene
also add the measured linewidths of the alkali peaks in our 2PPE spectra. Note, however, that th
feature cannot be fitted by a Lorenzian, but it contains strong Gaussian contributions.

Cs/Cu~111! Cs/Ag~111! Cs/Cu~100! Na/Cu~100!

TR (G2351/2TR) 1263 fs .7 fs 664 fs ,4 fs
FWHM ~eV! 350650 meV ,420 meV 400650 meV 520650 meV
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FIG. 10. Projected band structure for~a!
Cu~100! and ~b! Cu~111!. The dashed line indi-
cates an energy level of an excited alkali state
2.6 eV aboveEF . The momentum distance to
real bulk states from the band gap center is mu
smaller for Cu~100! than for Cu~111!.
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EF to 4.1 eV aboveEF for zero parallel momentum (ki

50) atT5300 K. The reflecting property of the band gap
electrons at least with momentum aroundki50 strongly
quenches their interaction with the bulk electronic structu

A measurement of the 2PPE intensity arising from
alkali excitation as a function of the laser polarization sho
that we are dealing with an alkali state which is invariab
under rotation around the surface normal.48 We conclude that
the photoexcited state must be oriented into thez direction
~defined as direction perpendicular to the surface!. Therefore,
in the case of cesium, it is rather reasonable that this exc
tion is derived from the atomic 6s, 6pz, or 5dz valence level
of the free atom~or a mixing of such states!. As a result, the
minimum separation between adsorbate state and substr
along the symmetry axis parallel to the surface normal. T
barrier transparency to the bulk is the largest along this
rection ~at ki50!. This should be the preferential directio
for electron tunneling through the potential barrier separa
the atom and the metal. Exactly this decay process
strongly quenched by the location of the projected ba
gap.47

In view of this explanation it is remarkable that no ind
cation for any change in the decay time as function of
resonance energy could be detected for Cs/Cu~111!. Such
dependence has been theoretically predicted49 and also ex-
perimentally verified39 for image potential states. Their dy
namical properties are also supposed to be strongly co
lated with the reflecting property of a band gap. In particu
these states show a very distinct lifetime dependence
function of their energetical position inside a band gap.
general, the closer these states are located to a band
edge, the shorter their lifetime is. Next to an edge the p
etration of the image state wave function into the bulk is
longer than at the center and, therefore, the coupling to
bulk is strongly increased. In a heuristic approach the fi
approximation is to set the lifetime inverse proportional
the penetrationp into the bulk.7,50 For the (n51) image state
of Cu~111!, for example, a lifetime change of approximate
60 fs has been reported when its energy position is shifted
about 0.5 eV from close to the upper band-gap edge tow
the band-gap center.39 In contrast to our observations for th
excited cesium state as investigated on a Cu~111! surface, we
would expect an increase in the lifetime with decreasing
citation energy~increasing coverage! by moving away from
the top edge of the band gap to its center~see Fig. 7!.

A significant difference between image potential sta
and alkali states in the low-coverage regime is, howev
their dispersion inki . Image potential states exhibit a qui
strong, nearly free-electron-like dispersion,49 whereas for the
alkali state at low coverage no dispersion can be observe34
.
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In contrast to image potential states, a decay of the locali
alkali excitation into bulk states can, within the requireme
of energy conservation, in principle also occur at quite h
values ofki , outside the band gap. As discussed above,
orientation of the alkali state gives rise to an increasing t
neling gap with increasing values ofki . At sufficiently high
k values, however, real substrate states become accessib
decay~Fig. 10!. Due to thesp-like dispersion of the band
gap edges the distance inki of real substrate states to th
center of the surface Brillouin zone (ki50) is a strong func-
tion of energy. It decreases in direction to the bottom of
band gap. With decreasing excitation energy the decay ch
nels to real state become accessible already at lower va
of ki ~Fig. 10, right!. Consequently we expect an increas
decay probability and a reduced decay time of the excitat
respectively.51

There might exist a competition between the energy
pendence of the wave-function penetration into the bulk a
the momentum dependence of coupling to a real states w
hinders us from observing a significant change in the lifeti
TR of the cesium excitation as a function of excitation e
ergy. The assumption that the decay channel atki50 is by
far the dominating decay channel for the cesium excitat
might thus be oversimplifying, as contributions atkiÞ0
have to be taken into account.

To compare our results of different alkali adsorption sy
tems, we have to consider different effects on the de
probability of an adsorbate state. A change of substrate
ometry@Cu~111!˜Cu~100!# affects the electron dynamics o
the system at least in two ways. As discussed in Sec. IV,
projected band structure of the substrate, mainly the posi
of a band gap, is a very important parameter in terms
decoupling the alkali excitation from the bulk. The chan
from a ~111!-oriented to a~100!-oriented copper surface
means—roughly speaking—an upward shift of the band
at ki50 by approximately 3 eV~Fig. 10!. For a fixed exci-
tation energy, this means a drastic change in the positio
the alkali excitation with respect to the band-gap edges.
not surprising that quite a different behavior in the lifetim
TR of the cesium excitation can be observed. In detail, de
channels to real states are obtainable for much smaller
mentum valueski for a Cu~100! surface than for a Cu~111!
surface. For example, for an excitation energy of 3 eV
distance from the surface Brillouin center has been redu
from aboutki50.7 to 0.4 Å21.34 For our experimental con
ditions also the separation in energy of the band-gap edg
smaller in the case of the~100! surface. The resulting in-
crease in wave-function penetration into the bulk stimula
further the decay of the cesium state.
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In addition the changed adsorption geometry has to
taken into account. The more open structure of the~100!-
oriented surface gives way to deeper penetration of the
adsorbate into the surface than the closely packed~111! sur-
face would allow~as schematically shown in Fig. 11!. Con-
sequently the tunneling barrier between cesium atom
~100!-oriented copper surface is reduced. How effective
change in the actual adsorbate-substrate separation migh
on the dynamical properties of an alkali excitation has b
shown in a calculation by Muscat and Newns on thes
resonance of Cs chemisorbed on Ni. They found a chang
the lifetime ‘‘broadening’’ approximately from 700 to 120
meV due to an approach of the adsorbate of just 0.2 Å clo
to the surface at reasonable chemisorption distances.45 This
value corresponds to a lifetime reduction by a factor of ab
2. These two effects, the changed band-gap position as
as the changed adsorption site, support a decrease in life
of the cesium excitation on a Cu~100! substrate compared t
a Cu~111! substrate, and is in nice agreement with our o
servations.

The influence of adsorption geometry on the dynami
properties of alkali excitation might become more evide
from the different results observed for Na/Cu~100! and Cs/
Cu~100!, respectively. Obviously, changes which are due
a differing band structure of the substrate do not have to
taken into account. The question arises, however, whe
we are dealing with the same kind of alkali excitation. Co
sidering the intra-atomic hybridization, a sodium atom offe
just a 2s and a 2pz levels to mix. In the case of cesium, fo
example, a contribution from the 5dz valence level is also
reasonable,42 and might change the detailed shape of the
citation wave function compared to the sodium excitatio
The almost identical 2PPE spectra of both systems can

FIG. 11. Schematical sketch of the supposed adsorption site
the different alkali-metal–metal systems at their highest coord
tion, as investigated within this work.
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considered as an indication~but surely not as a proof! that
the observed peaks for Cs and Na are due to the same
tation. Not only the line shape but also the intensity a
coverage dependence we observe for the alkali excitatio
both cases are very similar~see Fig. 8!. At least this demon-
strates that we have detected quite similar types of exc
tions. In addition, the calculations of Ref. 47 suggest that i
not that much the detailed shape of the wave function~e.g.,
the strength of hybridization! which is responsible for life-
times in the regime of several femtoseconds, but the posi
of the excited alkali state regarding the band gap as wel
the overall adsorbate substrate distance which determine
dynamical properties at these time scales. Therefore, as
have tuned the position of cesium and sodium excitation
the same position within the substrate band gap, we can
cus our discussion on the adsorption geometry.

The ionic radius52 of sodium is 1.13 Å, compared to 1.8
Å for cesium. It is obvious that this should result in a mu
deeper penetration into the substrate surface for sodium
oms than for cesium atoms~see Fig. 11!. For the metallic
radius of a copper atom of 1.28 Å, we estimated the diff
ence in the average adsorbate-substrate separation to b
most 1 Å. Within a simple hard-core model we calculated
distance from the center of the first surface layer of Cu~100!
of 1.6 Å for sodium and 2.5 Å for cesium assuming a fou
fold hollow adsorption site in both cases. The sodium at
seems to be almost embedded into the Cu~100! surface. A
further penetration of the sodium cannot be excluded.
adsorption of Na on Pt~111!, even an entire incorporation o
the adsorbate into the first substrate layer has been repo
for small coverages.53 We expect a significantly shorter de
cay timeTR for the sodium excitation than for the cesiu
excitation. In particular, an enhanced coupling due to de
channels atkiÞ0 might again be crucial.47 Our results for
Na and Cs/Cu~100! support the conclusion that adsorbat
substrate separation has a considerable effect on the d
dynamics of adsorbate excitations. In addition, the miss
difference between the autocorrelation trace of sodium
the clean Cu~100! surface suggests quite a strong coupling
the excited resonance state with the substrate as expe
from the adsorption site of the sodium.

No clear conclusion is allowed about the lifetime resu
for Cs/Ag~111!, as we only have proven knowledge abo
the lower limit of TR . Considering the points mentioned i
the discussion above, the detection of a lifetime compara
to that observed for Cs/Cu~111! would not be surprising. The
properties assumed to be responsible for the coupling
decoupling of an adsorbate state are quite similar for b
systems. For example, thesp band gap for Ag~111! extends
from about 0.15 eV belowEF to about 3.9 eV aboveEF at
ki50,54 quite close to the values for Cu~111!. In addition,
the closely packed surface structure suggests an identica
sorption geometry in comparison with Cs/Cu~111!. More ac-
curate results for Cs/Ag~111! would have given insight into
the influence of the occupiedd bands of the substrate. Th
energetical positions of thesed bands differ by about 2 eV in
both systems. Also, some dissimilarities due to the differ
radii of the substrate atoms might be expected. More ex
sive experiments would be desirable, e.g., by means o
two-color experiment.
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The question arises of why no similar distinct lifetim
effect could be detected for photoexcitation of CO~Refs. 13
and 16! absorbed on a Cu~111! and Cu~100! single-crystal
surfaces. The conditions which probably give rise to a h
resonance time also seem to be fulfilled for the CO adso
tion system: The CO resonance—as investigated—is in
case located inside the band gap. Due to the low desorp
temperature of CO of about 140 K the bonding between
substrate and CO is rather weak.

The key to an explanation for this might be the differe
symmetric character of the CO state compared to the al
state. The dependence of the 2PPE intensity of this excita
on the laser polarization clearly indicates that for CO t
orbital character is ofp symmetry, as supposed tos symme-
try in the case of the alkalis.55 As a consequence, it is likely
that in addition to the decay channels almost perpendicula
the surface (ki50), decay channels atkiÞ0 outside the
band gap become more important. This coupling to r
states might significantly reduce the lifetimeTR of this exci-
tation.
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In summary, we have investigated the inelastic lifetime
a photoexcited electronic alkali state for cesium and sod
adsorbed on different noble-metal surfaces by means
real-time experiment. The observed lifetime range from
low our resolution of 4 fs for Na/Cu~100! up to 1566 fs for
Cs/Cu~111!. A hybrid character of the investigated state o
and the positioning of the excitation within a projected ba
gap might be possible explanations for the surprisingly h
lifetimes. Both effects cause a strong decoupling from p
sible decay channels as offered by the bulk electronic st
ture of the substrate. In addition, our results clearly indic
that the adsorbate-substrate distance significantly affects
dynamical properties of the alkali excitation.
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